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1. **Introduction**

   The author’s initial trigger for this study came from observing significant deviations in the performance of trading systems from their “theoretical expectation”. This occurred when backtesting was performed in conjunction with money management algorithms that were applied on a virtual brokerage account simulating the daily changes of cash & open positions.

   In the following text it will be shown that the given restriction of buying power causes this effect. The criteria that determine this limitation and the causalities of its impact will be discussed.

   Depending on very individual factors like trading style, goals, risk preferences and financial parameters it will become clear that each trader must deal with this subject on his personal level. Three tools are provided to help him with this task.

2. **Basic Assumptions and Calculations**

   In general this study assumes that stocks or ETFs are used as trading vehicles. Nevertheless the main conclusions are also valid for other instruments like futures, options, etc.
2.1. Risk per Trade

Two types of risk per trade are relevant in this paper:

- **stop loss risk** \((R_S)\) is the difference between the entry price and the initial stop in percent of entry price,

- **position risk** \((R_P)\) is the fraction of equity that the trader accepts to possibly lose.

This separation and transformation into relative figures makes performance results better comparable between systems and differently capitalized traders.

\(R_S\) is used to quantify the outcome of a trade in respect to its loss potential independently from the position value. The average profit of single or collections of trades can be expressed in \(R_S\)-multiples which emphasizes the relation of reward to risk. This factor depends on the trading system’s initial stop placement procedure.

\(R_P\) on the other hand is a relative measure of how much trading capital is risked on a single trade. The main focus for this variable is to find a balance between portfolio drawdowns and capital gains through adequate position sizing\(^{SM}\) and is mainly determined by the trader’s personality and possibly external constraints (i.e., customer expectations, directions from superiors). In combination with \(R_S\) the absolute value of the position can be determined.
For ease of calculation it will be assumed that the trading systems use an initial stop based on a fixed percentage of price (\( R_S = \text{const.} \)) although the basic conclusions can also be drawn for different approaches (i.e., fixed money stops, volatility based stops, etc.). Furthermore the position risk \( R_P \) is also assumed to be constant to reflect a consistent risk tolerance over time.

The absolute amount of capital at risk equals the initial stop distance times the position value (assuming no gap beyond the stop loss):

\[
R_P = R_S \times (\text{number of shares} \times \text{share price}) \quad (\text{Eq. 1})
\]

Example: \( R_P = 300 = 3\% \times (1,000 \text{ shares} @ \$10) \)

For any single trade the achieved profit can then be expressed either as a multiple of \( R_S \) or \( R_P \) giving the equal result. Therefore we will simply use “R-multiple” without further reference to initial stop or position risk throughout the text as a statistic to describe the profitability of a system or an individual trade in relation to risk.

2.2. Calculation of “Buying Power” and Maximum Number of Parallel Trades

In general the term “buying power” (BP) describes the financial ability to start (and maintain) trades and is expressed in monetary units (i.e., $). It constitutes the value of all parallel positions that the trader may initiate and
hold in his account over a certain period of time (typically intraday or overnight).

Buying power is calculated using the trader’s **personal equity** (PE) and the **margin requirement** (MR) of his account over the time frame in question (intraday margin requirements may differ from holding overnight):

\[
BP = \frac{PE}{MR}
\]

*(Eq. 2)*

**Example:** \( BP = $200,000 = \frac{$100,000}{50\%} \)

The **maximum number of parallel trades** (MPT) is determined by the typical (average) **initial position value** (IPV):

\[
MPT = \frac{BP}{IPV}
\]

*(Eq. 3)*

**Example:** \( MPT = 20 = \frac{$200,000}{$10,000} \)

The IPV can be expressed in terms of the relative monetary **position risk** \( R_P \) [% of trader’s equity] and the **initial stop risk** \( R_S \) [% of entry price]:

\[
IPV = \frac{R_P \times PE}{R_S}
\]

*(Eq. 4)*

**Example:** \( IPV = $10,000 = \frac{1\% \times $100,000}{10\%} \)
3. Effects of Limited Buying Power on Different Trader Types

Interestingly, when we combine equations 2. through 4. to calculate the maximum number of parallel trades we realize that the trader’s equity is no longer relevant (neither is the price of the traded vehicle):

\[
MPT = \frac{BP}{IPV} = \frac{PE / MR}{R_S} = \frac{R_S}{R_p \cdot MR} \tag{Eq. 5}
\]

Example: \(MPT = 20 = \frac{10\%}{1\% \cdot 50\%}\)

The maximum number of parallel trades is determined by:

- initial stop \(R_S\) [% of entry price],
- capital at risk \(R_p\) [% of personal equity],
- margin requirement by broker \(MR\) [% of account value].

This 3-dimensional definition can typically be reduced to two variables with the margin requirement being a constant that is set by the broker and thus not under the influence of the trader.

3. Effects of Limited Buying Power on Different Trader Types

3.1. How to Use the Tool “Parallel Trades Calculator”

The tool “Parallel Trades Calculator” that is provided in this study allows to explore the effect of independently varying the three factors that define the maximum number of parallel trades. Each cell in the grid shows the limit that can be financed and is color coded accordingly.
Using the tool follows a three step process (see figure 3.1):

a) Selecting a **safety buffer level** against margin calls caused by variations of position value or other cash relevant actions (limits the additional capital that may be borrowed from the broker).

b) Selecting the **margin requirement** (either one of the predefined tables can be used or the percentage entered manually in the respective cell).

c) The **maximum number of parallel trades** is displayed at the intersection of the risk variables $R_P$ and $R_S$ (manual input in the headings is possible to allow for different values).

![Figure 3.1: Using the tool “Parallel Trades Calculator”](image-url)
3. Effects of Limited Buying Power on Different Trader Types

3.2. Consequences for Swing Traders

The following figure 3.2 shows the typical situation for novice swing traders who are reluctant to use leverage although they may have a rather small trading account (i.e., $\leq 100,000). With the initial stop usually placed in a range from 3% to 5% (to prevent that an opening gap takes out the trade) it is impossible to finance more than 6 to 10 parallel trades without lowering the risk per position to less than 0.5% of the total capital.

![Figure 3.2: Restrictions for an unleveraged swing trader](image)

As a protection against frequent margin calls the theoretical max. buying power has been reduced to allow for price fluctuations & costs up to 9% of total portfolio value.

Attempting to increase the number of parallel trades will eventually bring the risk per position to a level that comes close to the transaction costs. The resulting effect on the reward to risk ratio can constitute a significant hurdle for a trading system to overcome.
3. Effects of Limited Buying Power on Different Trader Types

If for example we assume a trading capital of $50,000 and risk 0.2% of that amount per position (= $100) then $20 in total for fees and slippage for opening and exiting the position combined lead to a reduction of a trading system’s expected profitability by 0.2R. For a trading system with an expectancy of +1R (average profit per trade) the negative effect of fees and slippage consumes 20% of the system’s performance due to a relatively small position size. In addition the individual psychological setup may also make a trader reluctant to manage “insignificant” positions.

Increasing the initial stop in order to raise the number of parallel trades also has its disadvantages as it becomes more difficult to achieve “large” R-multiple trades. Assuming an initial stop of 10% that is trailed from the daily HIGH the vehicle needs to move 40% from the entry price to grant a 3R profit. Not only is the probability of achieving this kind of winner reduced, also the time it takes for such moves to play out is longer than for smaller gains. This puts the trader into a dilemma since an extended average holding period increases the overlap between positions thus decreasing the capacity to start new trades.

For a swing trader who is willing to use margin the situation looks a little better. In this example we assume a 50% margin requirement that is typical for holding stocks and ETFs overnight although short positions/ETFs and leveraged ETFs may in fact have an increased margin requirement.
Here the possibility of a 5% drop in account value is already incorporated into the buying power calculation as a safety measure against margin calls.

Again the tradeoff between tight stops and higher position risk is evident, keeping the number of parallel trades close to 10.

Even though the trader may use the additional buying power to increase the position value and keep the negative effect of transaction costs at a negligible level, now the effect of interest needs to be considered.

As in the example above we again assume a trading capital of $50,000 that may be extended by $45,000 (= 90% * $50,000). If the trader employs on average half of that buying power over the course of a year at a 6% rate the yearly interest sums up to $1,350 (= \( \frac{6\% \times $45,000}{2} \)). This equals to 2.7% of his personal capital and will decrease its expected build up by
approximately a fifth to a quarter (10%-15% equity gain p.a. was considered a reasonable reference).

### 3.3. Consequences for Day Traders

For trades that are closed by the end of the day brokers typically require substantially lower margins (i.e., 15% to 25%) than for longer holding periods. Especially when trades are managed manually and no more than a handful of positions are desired it becomes possible to apply tight stops in combination with a rather large position risk.

![Figure 3.4: Restrictions for a leveraged day trader](image)
3.4. Comparison of Both Approaches

The day trader has several decisive advantages over the swing trader:

- The large position risk reduces the relative impact of transaction costs.

- By not holding overnight interest cost can be avoided.

- The shorter the average holding period gets the more trades can be carried out during one day. In combination with a larger risk per position than a swing trader higher absolute daily profits are achievable.

- Consequently trading systems can be employed that have a significantly smaller average profit (in terms of [R]) than what is necessary for swing systems.

Yet, using a higher leverage requires a stronger awareness of the possibility of (sharp) adverse moves that may lead to margin calls if no sufficient financial buffer was allowed for. The tool therefore explicitly calculates the maximum additional capital that may be employed to stay within limits that the trader personally regards as “safe”.

4. Skipping Trades Due to Lack of Buying Power

After having described the limitations on the number of parallel trades and the determining factors, the consequences of reaching this threshold
are discussed in the following chapter. It is assumed that the trader applies a consistent approach based on a trading system that “produces” individual trades (vehicle, entry, exit). On execution they consume buying power up to the point of depletion – then trades are skipped and negative effects arise.

4.1. Loss of Expectunity

Van Tharp defines “expectunity” as the product of expectancy per trade times trading opportunities. Whenever trades of a system with a positive expectancy are skipped those (theoretical) profits are missed. The result is a slower rise of the account value.

4.2. Increase in Volatility of a Trading System

Skipping a trade can be considered a random event as it is not part of the system’s rules but rather caused by unpredictable external conditions. This leads to erratically missing trades ranging from the best to the worst and may significantly alter the system’s performance compared to its “true” parameters (win rate, expectancy, etc.). Although the system itself may function exactly as expected, an individual trader with his restrictions in buying power may suffer severe differences.
Example: We assume a system’s next 100 trades to conform precisely to its theoretical parameters (60 winners @ +2.0R; 40 losers @ -1.0R).

- win rate: 60%
- average winner; loser: +2.0R; -1.0R
- expectancy: +0.8R (\(= \frac{+2.0R \times 60 - 1.0R \times 40}{100}\))

Due to restrictions in buying power we are forced to skip 15 trades.

a) skipping 15 winners:

This reduces the win rate to 53% (\(= \frac{45}{85}\)) and the expectancy to

\[+0.6R \quad (= \frac{+2.0R \times 45 - 1.0R \times 40}{85}).\]

b) skipping 15 losers:

The effect is an increase of the win rate to 71% (\(= \frac{60}{85}\)) and of the expectancy to \[+1.1R \quad (= \frac{+2.0R \times 60 - 1.0R \times 25}{85}).\]

The exclusion of 15% of the trades generates a range of possible outcomes that differs significantly from the original system and is solely determined by random. Speaking in statistical terms, a random sample is taken from the population of trades as produced by the system. This introduces additional volatility on top of the inherent variance of the trading system itself – an undesirable consequence.
5. Impact of Buying Power Restrictions on System Testing

Typically backtesting of trading systems does not incorporate any effects that exclude valid trades so that the “true” characteristics can be obtained. This study suggests to complement those analyses with a simulation that reflects the trader’s individual buying power. An EXCEL tool is provided for this purpose and was used in the chapter below.

5.1. Example System – General Parameters

The example system used 10 liquid ETFs that represent broad indices of the U.S. and international markets. Over a time span of 16 years (Feb. 1994 to Jan. 2010) 572 “long” trades were generated and managed according to strictly mechanical rules. The initial stop was always placed 3.0% from the realized entry price.

The two following tests each started with $100,000 and evaluated the trades in their chronological order. No transaction costs, fees, slippage or taxes were included in the calculations.

5.2. Example System – Test Results Without Financial Restrictions

Each trade was evaluated separately and its profit/loss added back to the trading equity before the next trade was processed. The position risk
was then calculated based on the current capital prior to the entry. No leverage was applied (margin requirement = 100%).

Figure 5.1: System evaluation without financial restrictions

| total profit/loss: | 199.55 [R] |
| winners: | 344 # |
| losers: | 228 # |
| win rate: | 60.1% |
| avg. win: | 1.05 [R] |
| avg. loss: | -0.71 [R] |
| avg. per trade: | 0.35 [R] |
| max. drawdown: | -16.90 [R] |
| position size: | 1.30% of trading capital |
| starting capital: | 100,000.00 $ |
| min. capital: | 98,617.76 $ |
| max. capital: | 1,245,199.73 $ |
| ending capital: | 1,245,199.73 $ |
| gain/loss from start: | 1,145.2% of trading capital |
| max. drawdown: | -95,070.41 $ |
| avg. trade duration: | 12.1 calendar days |
| max. parallel trades: | 13 # |

The high win rate in combination with bigger winners than losers keeps the maximum drawdown at a relatively low level of ~17R and allows to risk 1.3% of capital per trade without producing a drawdown of significantly more than 20% from any equity peak (arbitrary set comfort zone). At this risk level an average compounded return of 17% p.a. (less costs, slippage
& taxes) is achieved. There were no more than 13 trades active at any point in time.

5.3. Example System – Test Results Including Financial Restrictions

This test included the simulation of a virtual brokerage account that was set at 50% margin requirement. Factoring in a 5% safety buffer provided the trader with an additional buying power of ~90% on top of his capital. In order to reflect the money management practice of exposing market money and core capital to different levels of risk the position risk was split into two components accordingly. Profits were shifted from market money to core capital at the end of each (fiscal) year.

Trades were only started when sufficient buying power was available at the entry date to open the full position. The value of parallel trades was added back to the buying power by the end of the trading day that closed the position. As in the example before the position risk was set to 1.3% (both for core capital and market money).
Impact of Buying Power Restrictions on System Testing

Figure 5.2: System evaluation including financial restrictions

Compared to the simulation without financial restrictions the performance is reduced considerably by a factor of more than 12 even though the buying power was almost doubled through leverage!

This was caused by skipping ~34% of the trades that the system had generated and not being able to profit from them. Even worse is the fact that the missed trades accounted for 72% (= \( \frac{144.17}{199.55} \)) of the profit sum over all trades making them on average more profitable than the ones that were executed.
5.4. Optimization Limits of the Example System Set by Buying Power

The effect caused by skipping trades can be further demonstrated by attempting to optimize the system based on the ending equity. Both position risk factors were varied within certain ranges:

- % of core capital risked (0.1% to 1.0%)
- % of market money risked (0.0% to 30.0%)

Figure 5.3: Optimization limits set by buying power (effect of skipping)
The following observations can be made:

1. The maximum ending capital (~ $227,000) is reached when both risk levels are set to 1.1%.

2. Even with half the optimal risk size trades are already skipped.

3. As soon as more than ~6% of the trades are missed the performance (ending capital) decreases.

5.5. Conclusions Regarding System Testing

Skipping trades can significantly influence the real life performance of systems. This is true even when the total population that was generated conforms to the system’s expected parameters. Missing trades at a relatively low level of less than 10% of all trades can already cause a substantial effect and should be avoided.

Buying power as the driving factor for having to ignore trades that are presented by the system depends on the trader’s individual situation. It is detached from the system itself. In this regard no information can be provided by the developer or vendor of a trading system. Instead it is up to the trader to test how a given system may respond under his specific conditions in order to assess if it enables him to reach his financial goals.

This study offers two tools for this evaluation. The EXCEL simulation that was utilized in this chapter is based on a sample of trades (real or
simulated) that may not be available for systems offered by third parties. The second tool requires only very basic system parameters and is presented in the next chapter.

6. Matching Personal Goals and Constraints With Trading Systems by Using the “Quick Check”

The intent of the “Quick Check” that is included in the EXCEL file accompanying this text, is to give (swing) traders an easy to use tool that provides comprehensive feedback on the ability of a trading system to accomplish their individual profit goals given their personal buying power limitations. By varying the input parameters the trader can analyze which factors impact him the most. An exemplary discussion that may serve as a guideline follows in this chapter.

6.1. How to Use the Tool “Quick Check”

The layout is structured into 4 areas:

- **Financial Framework**: account data and profit goal
- **Position Sizing**: absolute monetary risk per trade
- **Trading System**: core data of the system in question
- **Resulting Limits & Requirements**: evaluation of input
Figure 6.1: Using the tool “Quick Check”

In the result area feedback is given on the number of trades that need to be made in a certain time period and how many signals per vehicle must be generated by the system. It is up to the trader to assess whether those requirements can realistically be met.

The statistics “trade load” provides a measure for the likelihood that skipping of trades will occur due to lack of buying power. The smaller the
number, the better. A value of 100% requires to start a new trade every
time one position was closed and to do that on the very next day.

\[
\text{trade load} = \frac{\text{required trades p.a.}}{\text{max. possible trades p.a.}} \quad (Eq. 6)
\]

Example: \(\text{trade load} = 21.9\% = \frac{50}{228}\)

Typically trades are not distributed evenly over the course of a year,
but rather appear in clusters during favorable market conditions. Therefore
it is vital to be able to “catch up” to the necessary number of trades that one
should have made at a certain point during a year. For example a trade
load of 33\% would theoretically allow to squeeze all required trades into the
last month of a quarter after 2 months without any new positions.

On the following pages the impact of varying three different parameters
is discussed by comparing the results against the same benchmark
scenario.

### 6.2. Impact of Increased Trade Duration

When trades last longer they overlap more. With a given ability to
finance parallel positions the maximum number of trades is reduced and the
trade load increased.

The initial trade load of 21.9\% changed to 65.8\% leaving only a small
buffer to compensate after falling behind the required number of trades.
Periods with few signals or personal time outs (vacation, sickness, etc.) can then easily prevent the trader from reaching his goals.

Figure 6.2: Impact of increased trade duration

6.3. Impact of Decreased Position Risk

Less risk per position consumes less buying power, but increases the number of required trades. If there is only a limited number of vehicles covered by the system, then it may become unlikely that a sufficient amount of signals will be generated.
In addition the sensitivity for changes in the cost structure rises. Minor increases in fees, commissions, interest rates, etc. lead to bigger impacts when compared to the system’s average expectation.

![Figure 6.3: Impact of decreased position risk](image)

**6.4. Impact of Adding Trading Vehicles**

At first sight, widening the system’s scope offers more trading opportunities and appears to increase the profit potential (expectunity). But when financing limitations are considered, most of those additional signals cannot be taken and simply add to the percentage of skipped trades. As
discussed above the higher this value gets, the more random the system's performance is likely to become. As a consequence it may significantly deviate from the expected results.

**Figure 6.4: Impact of adding trading vehicles**
7. Conclusion

Buying power is essential for any trader, because it allows him to get exposure to the markets and achieve profits accordingly. Capitalization, traded time frame and choice of brokerage account are the key variables for a given type of trading vehicle. A lack of buying power limits the number of parallel positions and may constitute a severe obstacle for reaching the individual financial goals.

This matter is even more important for traders who base their decisions on mainly mechanical systems. They typically assume to obtain results similar to past performance. Being financially unable to execute all trades as they are generated by the system introduces a random element. This may lead to real life results that significantly differ from the trader’s expectation. Beyond a rather low level of skipping trades (suggested threshold: 5%) the reliability that a system may in fact have can degrade heavily up to the point of being without value for its user.

The three tools that are included with this study allow any trader to analyze his individual situation, preferences and systems. The results should sensitize him for his personal key success factors and provide an orientation for further improvement.
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